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Helping You Help Your Customers!

800-733-7976
www.gemcomedical.com
At GEMCO Medical, we strive to “Help You Help Your Customers”, by providing quality, dependable products and excellent customer service to help you supply the pediatric products that your customers’ need.

Founded in 1992, GEMCO Medical is a privately held medical supply distributor that services more than 2,200 customers including durable medical equipment suppliers, independent pharmacies, clinics, nursing home dealers and mail order medical supply companies.

GEMCO Medical is one of the most respected and well known medical supply distributors in the U.S. We pride ourselves in holding our customers in the highest regard, and by providing each of them with quality medical supplies at competitive prices with fast and friendly service.

Thank you for looking through our pediatric catalog and we look forward to adding your company’s name to our list of satisfied customers. If you would like further information contact us by calling 1-800-733-7976 or visit our website at www.gemcomedical.com.
ORDERING INFORMATION

For your convenience, GEMCO Medical offers a variety of methods to place an order:

1. PHONE: 1-800-733-7976  Our Customer Service Representatives are available to assist you from 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. (Eastern Time) Monday through Friday.

2. FAX: 1-330-342-9444 / 1-330-342-9445

3. WEB SITE: www.gemcomedical.com (Available 24/7)

4. E-MAIL: orders@gemcomedical.com

5. E.D.I.: Electronic data interchange is available. Please contact information systems or your sales representative for details.

6. MAIL: GEMCO Medical
5640 Hudson Industrial Parkway
P.O. Box 429
Hudson, OH 44236

• To ensure prompt processing, please include the following information when placing orders:
  - Account Number
  - Billing and Shipping Addresses (if different)
  - Purchase Order Number (if applicable)
  - Your Name and Phone Number
  - Product Number, Description, and Quantity

• Minimum Order Requirements:
  - GEMCO Medical does not have a minimum order requirement. No order is too small or too large.

PAYMENT INFORMATION

GEMCO Medical offers a variety of payment options listed below:

1. OPEN ACCOUNT: Open account status is determined by a customer application, signed account agreement, and completed commercial credit inquiry. Standard terms of sale are Net 30 days from the invoice date. Credit applications are available through your sales or customer service representative or online at www.gemcomedical.com.

2. CREDIT CARD PURCHASES: We accept VISA, MasterCard, DISCOVER, and American Express. There is no service fee if paid at the time of order. A 2% convenience fee is applied when using VISA, MasterCard or DISCOVER, and a 3% convenience fee is applied when an American Express credit card payment is arranged after an order has shipped.

3. ACH ELECTRONIC TRANSFER: Offers you the option to pay electronically. Automated Clearing House (ACH) processes the authorized transaction and sends an Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT) directly from your account to ours. There is no service fee to pay this way. Call customer service for details.

4. WIRE TRANSFERS: Call for details.

SHIPPING INFORMATION

Same Day Shipping:
Our order cutoff times vary based on shipping method. In most cases orders placed by 1:00 p.m. EST for LTL freight, 2:00 p.m. EST for USPS, and 3:00 p.m. EST for UPS services will ship same day, subject to prior credit approval, agreement approval, and item availability. Expedited shipping can be arranged, with applicable shipping charges. Appropriate freight charges may apply for special shipping conditions, delivery appointments, lift gate requirements, inside or home delivery of certain items. PLEASE NOTE: If shortages should occur in your order, we require shortages to be documented with the carrier and notification be made to GEMCO Medical within 48 hours.

Home Delivery Drop Shipments:
GEMCO Medical will ship directly to YOUR customer, on your behalf. Call your sales representative for more details.

GEMCO Medical, a distributor of healthcare supplies, may from time to time drop ship goods directly to end users on behalf of the Purchaser. By drop shipping on the Purchaser’s behalf, Purchaser agrees to indemnify and hold harmless GEMCO Medical from any and all liability for possible damages resulting from failure of Purchaser to fully comply with any obligations, including but not limited to the delivery of product, assembly and set up, measurement or fit, or patient instructions on use required by Medicare, Medicaid, or other Third Party entity. Purchaser also agrees to indemnify GEMCO Medical from any and all liability from damage, bodily injury or other adverse personal effect resulting from improper assembly or set up of product, improper use of product for any reason, improper measurement or fit to patient, or other negative impact resulting from anything other than the normal shipment of product on behalf of Purchaser by GEMCO Medical.
WARRANTY POLICY FOR GEMCARE™ PRODUCTS

GEMCO Medical warrants that its proprietary GemCare products will be free from defective workmanship and materials, including a limited lifetime warranty on certain products. Please refer to each product for the specific warranty period.

This warranty does not apply to breakage or failure due to tampering, misuse, neglect, accidents, modification or shipping. GEMCO Medical's sole obligation under this warranty shall be limited to providing parts, repairs, and/or product replacement at GEMCO Medical's sole discretion. Product that is returned to GEMCO Medical that is deemed to be repairable in accordance with the terms of GEMCO Medical's return policy will be returned to the dealer along with the appropriate repair parts with freight charges prepaid and added to the invoice.

All parts replaced in a warranty repair must be returned to GEMCO Medical's distribution facility in accordance with GEMCO Medical's return policy. The issuance of credit is subject to GEMCO Medical's evaluation of the returned item(s) to determine warranty eligibility.

Catalog Disclaimer:

GEMCO Medical is not responsible for typographical errors relative to sizes, and/or descriptions. We reserve the right to discontinue or modify any product in this catalog at any time without prior notice. No part of this catalog may be reproduced in any form, by any means - electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise - without prior specific written permission of GEM Edwards Inc. d/b/a GEMCO Medical.
**Pinniped Pediatric Commode**

- All-in-one welded steel frame available in red and blue.
- Height adjustable seat allows child to firmly place their feet on the floor for comfort, safety and security.
- Adjustable hook and loop chest strap for additional support.
- Complete with 7.5 qt. removable commode bucket, metal handle and cover.
- Toilet opening: 6.5”W x 8”D.
- Weight limit: 250 lbs.
- Item #15PC1000RD, Red, 1/box
  Item #15PC1000BLD, Blue, 1/box

---

**Biodegradable Sanitary Commode Liner**

- The liner is equipped with a super-absorbent pad which turns bodily waste (up to 17 oz.) into gel within seconds.
- Safe and secure collection, transport and disposal of contaminated bodily fluids.
- Eliminates odors and helps to avoid spills and splashes.
- Item #15RTL12085D, 12 liners/box, 6 bx/cs.

*Never Clean a Pail Again!*
Humidifiers/Night Lights

Drop Shape Cool Mist Humidifiers

- Whisper quiet operation.
- Auto-off function when water tank is empty.
- Variable mist output control.
- Variable humidity control feature.
- Water tank capacity: 3.4 liter/0.9 gallon
- Running time per tank: min. 11 hours
- Moist output: 2.3 gallon/ 8.7 liter per day
- Suitable room size: Approx. 250 sq. ft./23m2
- Available colors: blue/white, green, orange, pink, and white.

Adorable Animals Humidifiers

- Provides moisture and relief from nasal congestion, dry cough, sinus irritation, dry skin, and flu symptoms.
- Auto-off function when water tank is empty.
- One gallon water tank runs whisper quite up to 11 hours.
- Up to 2.1 gallon moisture output per day.
- Low power consumption
- Suitable room size: Approx. 250 sq. ft./ 23m2
- Animals include: cow, dragon, duck, elephant, frog, penguin, and pig.

Licensed Styles Humidifiers

- Night light included
- Provides moisture and relief from nasal congestion, dry cough, sinus irritation, dry skin, and flu symptoms.
- One gallon water tank runs whisper quite up to 11 hours.
- Auto off function when tank is empty.
- Up to 2.1 gallon moisture output per day.
- Low power consumption.
- Suitable room size: Approx. 250 sq. ft./ 23m2.
- Available in Hello Kitty.

Belly Glo Night Lights

- Puts light right by the bed.
- Turns on automatically when it gets dark.
- Choose soothing white lights or shifting blue, red and green lights.
- Runs up to 8 hours per charge or can be plugged into the wall like a traditional night light.
- Available pals include: hippo or frog.
CURITY™ SLEEPPANTS™ Youth Pants

- Recommended for older children suffering from bedwetting.
- Leg gathers, leak barriers and super-dry core provide overnight protection.
- Item #3170073, Unisex Medium, 45-65 lbs, 68/cs
  Item #3170074, Unisex Large, 65-85 lbs, 56/cs

CURITY™ Training Pants

- Training pants are used for potty training juveniles and come in three sizes each for boys and girls.
- Tear-away sides for easy removal.
- The super-dry core makes them perfect for night use.
- Cloth-like backing gives the wearer the comfort and feel of real underwear.
- Item #3170063B, Boys Medium, Under 34 lbs, 104/cs
  Item #3170063G, Girls Medium, Under 34 lbs, 104/cs
  Item #3170064B, Boys Large, 32-40 lbs, 92/cs
  Item #3170065B. Boys X-Large, 38 lbs +, 76/cs
  Item #3170065G. Girls X-Large, 38 lbs +, 76/cs
Respiratory

**Penguin Pediatric Compressor Nebulizer**
- Comes with disposable neb kit, pediatric mask, tubing and a carry bag.
- Operating pressure range: 8 to 13 psi.
- Limited 5 Year Warranty.
- Item #15MQ6002D, 1/cs

**Pink Panda Pediatric Compressor Nebulizer**
- Comes complete with disposable neb kit, pediatric mask, tubing, and a carry bag.
- Limited 5 Year Warranty.
- Item #15MQ6005D, 1/cs

**Townhouse Interactive Building Block Compressor Nebulizer**
- Recommended for ages 5 and older.
- Promotes patient compliance through creative and fun therapy.
- Includes disposable nebulizer kit, pediatric mask, tubing, and carry bag.
- Operating pressure range: 8 to 13 psi.
- Item #15MQ7000D, 1/cs

**Aerial™ Express Train Compressor Nebulizer**
- Unique child friendly design, with working lights and wheels.
- Includes pediatric mask, disposable and reusable nebulizer kit, and tubing.
- Operating pressure range: 8 to 13 psi.
- Limited 5 Year Warranty.
- Item #15MQ6008D, 1/cs

**Fire & Rescue Compressor Nebulizer**
- Unique child friendly design, with working lights and ladder.
- Includes pediatric mask, disposable nebulizer kit, and tubing.
- Storage compartment in cab.
- Limited 5 Year Warranty.
- Item #15MQ0911D, 1/cs
Respiratory

Pediatric Bunny Nebulizer System
- Comes complete with compressor, nebulizer, child mask, angled mouthpiece, tubing, five extra filters and instructions.
- Maximum compressor pressure: 25 to 42 psi.
- Typical operating pressure: 8 to 13 psi.
- Item #42NEB-BUNNY, 1/cs

Pediatric Frog Nebulizer System
- Comes complete with compressor, nebulizer, angled mouthpiece, tubing, five extra filters and instructions.
- Maximum compressor pressure: 29 to 43 psi.
- 5 Year Limited Warranty.
- Item #42NEB-50000, Frog Nebulizer System, 1/cs
  Item #4250002, Nylon Carrying Bag, 1/cs

Pediatric Dog Nebulizer System
- Comes complete with compressor, nebulizer, child mask, angled mouthpiece, tubing, five extra filters and instructions.
- Maximum compressor pressure: 29 to 43 psi.
- 5 Year Limited Warranty.
- Item #42NEB-DOG, Dog Nebulizer System, 1/cs
  Item #42BAG-NEBDOG, Nylon Carrying Bag, 1/cs

Roscoe Roo Pediatric Nebulizer System
- Comes complete with compressor, nebulizer, angled mouthpiece, tubing, five extra filters and instructions.
- Maximum compressor pressure: 25 to 42 psi.
- Typical operating pressure: 8 to 13 psi.
- Item #4250040, Roo Nebulizer System, 1/cs
  Item #4250042, Roo Carry Bag, 1/cs
Respiratory

Pediatric Aerosol Masks
- Kid-friendly aerosol mask design makes nebulizer treatments easier for kids.
- Item #15MQ0046D, Airial Spotz® the Dog Mask, 1/cs
  Item #15MQ0047D, Airial™ Nic the Dragon Mask, 1/cs
  Item #15MQ0048D, Airial™ Turtle Infant Nebulizer Mask, 1/cs
  Item #15MQ0049D, Airial™ Ellie the Elephant Nebulizer Mask, 1/cs

Item #15MQ0046D
Item #15MQ0047D
Item #15MQ0048D
Item #15MQ0049D

Peak Flow Meter
- Suitable for children with kickstand handle.
- Easy-to-read.
- Lightweight, portable, pocket-size.
- Three zone meter (green, yellow, red).
- Item #15MQ8500D, 1/cs

Item #15MQ8500D

Giraffe Pediatric Suction Machine
- Effective removal of respiratory fluids from pediatric patients.
- Durable, portable system with variable vacuum control.
- Removable fill tank.
- Limited 2 Year Warranty.
- Item #15MQ1200D, 1/cs

Item #15MQ1200D

Pediatric Pulse Oximeter
- Finger size range: 0.3” - 1.0”.
- Four-way OLED with six display modes.
- Portable, non-invasive spot check of oxygen saturation and pulse rate.
- Uses two AAA batteries.
- Item #1518707D, 1/cs
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Personal Care

Bunny-Wrap, Heatable/Cold Pack, Scented
- A cuddly, heatable, scented bunny pack for all ages.
- Snuggle bunny around upper shoulders or place on chest, abdomen, knees, or anywhere that needs some extra TLC.
- Made with flannel and berber fabrics, 21” long.
- Item #GJBW01004, Oatmeal, 1/ea

Warm-Me-Turtle
- The top is a soft fluffy pillow, while the bottom acts as a heat pack when placed in a microwave.
- Place Warm-Me-Turtle in the freezer to be used as a cold pack! 9” x 12”.
- Use for chest colds, bumps n’ bruises or on a cold winters night.
- Item #GJWT01, 1/ea

Hot Lobsta
- Use as a warm pack for tummy or sore muscles.
- Use as a cold pack for sunburns and pesky bug bits.
- Item #GJHL01, 1/ea

Posey Foam Trach Ties
- One-piece collar helps secure most tracheostomy tubes.
- Designed to help prevent removal, extubation, and decannulation during severe coughing spasms.
- Adjustable sizing for a comfortable fit.
- Item #42POS8197S, 9” (L) x 1” (W), Neonatal and Infant Necks 7-10”, 12/bx
  Item #42POS8197M, 16” (L) x 1” (W), Adolescent and Adult Necks 8-13”, 12/bx
Rollators & Walkers

Universal Seat Height, Aluminum Rollator with Padded Seat, 6” Casters and Loop Locks

- Ergonomic handles are easy to grip and are adjustable.
- Padded seat with zippered pouch under seat for added privacy and security of personal items.
- Removable, hinged padded back rest can be folded up or down.
- Weight capacity 300 lbs.
- Item #15RTL10261BLD, Blue, 1/cs
- Item #15RTL10261RDD, Red, 1/cs

Clever-Lite Walker, Junior, 5” Casters with Seat and Loop Locks

- Front wheels can be set in either “swivel” or “fixed” position.
- Special loop lock made of internal aluminum casting operates easily.
- Comes with flip-up seat with built-in carry handle.
- Allows individual to be seated or use as traditional walker by raising seat to step inside the frame.
- Patented dual-lever side-paddle release.
- Limited Lifetime Warranty.

Universal (Adult/Junior) Deluxe Folding Walker, Two Button with 5” Wheels

- Walker height can be adjusted from 28.75” - 38.5”
- Side brace adjusts with height of walker to provide additional stability.
- Weight capacity: 300 lbs.
- Product weight: 7 lbs.
- Item #1510253-1D, 1/cs